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Introduction

3 The aesthetics of the impossible

In this speech I will not bore you with details of experimental research.
These have been published in journals, proceedings and PhD theses.
Instead, I will bore you with the ideas behind the research. Today offers
an occasion to expose the deeper reasons why I do certain things, and
leave others be. The central question of the Designing Quality in
Interaction Group that I have now led for a bit more than a year is 
“How to design for …?”. The dots are filled in by the research objectives
of the Department of Industrial Design, the environment in which I
operate. What are these objectives and how does our group attack them? 
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Before answering these questions, I must take a stance. Every scientist
has a body of knowledge and a body of beliefs. Knowledge results from
painstakingly doing experiments, from theory, abstraction and system.
Knowledge is about how things are, about causality. Beliefs result from
philosophy, intuition, awareness, experience, from our being-in-the-
world, in a given culture, in a given timeframe. Beliefs are about how we
feel things might be, about serendipity. I find it important to spell out
these beliefs, because beliefs guide what we do, where we go and look,
and what strikes our eyes. 
In particular, I believe the following:
- First of all, design is about people. It is about our lives, our hopes and

dreams, our loneliness and joy, our sense of beauty and justice, about
the social and the good. It is about being in the world. 

- There is a primacy of action. In accordance with Dourish’s and others’
approaches to epistemology, I strongly believe that meaning cannot be
detached from action. Meaning is in (inter)action. There is a primacy
of embodiment.

- A design theory consequently must be a theory of action and the
embodied in the first place, and of meaning in the second, and not the
other way round. Reflection on action is the source of knowledge. 

- The methods used must be rooted in design practice, in the socio-
cultural and multi-cultural environment, invigorated by experimental
and technological methods from other disciplines. 

- Intuition and common sense should be high on the agenda. 
They should be exploited to the maximum. Le sens commun n’est pas si
commun, as Voltaire said.

- I believe that design practice and research are powerful generators of
knowledge. They are a way of looking at the world and transforming it.
Just as classical disciplines are. Design teaching and research should
therefore be interwoven.

Where have these beliefs led me?
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Lamps

Figure 1 shows a highly interactive reading lamp designed and built by
Philip Ross, one of our PhD students. Interacting with the lamp supports
or even changes your value system. Also, the lamp can be programmed
to support or change different values, according to your personality. The
lamp invites you, it sees you and feels your touch, and the way you touch
it caressingly or not so caressingly. Figure 2 shows a lamp that ‘behaves’.
It has been designed and built by one of our bachelor’s students, Rutger
Menges. It actually moves to seduce you. 

One might wonder why. Surely, nobody buys a lamp that does not do
what they want. These are not products for the market. No, these objects
are physical hypotheses. They are carriers for research. Where did these
hypotheses come from? The lamps are the result of integrating, through
design skills, the knowledge and beliefs of a wide variety of fields: human
sciences, movement sciences, socio-cultural awareness, technology
sciences (ranging from electronics, informatics, material sciences) in an
experimental context. That in a nutshell is what I think DQI research is
about.

Interactive lamp by

Philip Ross

figure 1
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A quick analysis of these lamps reveals the following:
- they are about interaction, about opening up their functionality

through the user’s actions. The problem with electronic devices is that
they are not open to our actions. Our body is mechanical. We therefore
need an ‘interface’ that we can touch, push. Buttons? Interaction
design is about exploiting human perceptual-motor skills.

- they are about reading in a cozy corner, about feeling good, about
beauty, about emotions. Interaction design is about exploiting human
emotional skills.

- they are about reading, about the cognitive. Interaction design is about
exploiting human cognitive skills. 

- they are about values. Values are personal, but also essentially social.
They make a social framework possible. Interaction design is about
exploiting human social skills.

I will treat these points in detail and give my personal view.

Perceptual-motor skills
About 25 years ago, these skills were our starting point and we have
never let go of them since. Designers are creating meaning for people.
Knowing how people perceive meaning is essential. We turned to 
J.J. Gibson’s theory of Direct Perception because it is a functional theory,
it is about why we perceive. Gibson holds that the world is inherently
meaningful, and that objects afford us possibilities to act at the scale of
our body. Meaning emerges in action. Designing meaning therefore

Behaving lamp by

Rutger Menges

figure 2
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becomes designing ‘affordances’, action possibilities that become
meaningful in interaction. Under the inspiring and passionate leadership
of professor Gerda Smets in Delft, we were among the first to introduce
this key notion of Gibson’s theory into design. It is now common
knowledge. 
Now, as we say in Dutch, careful listeners may have heard me ‘swear in
church’. Meaning surely is a mental thing. No, I think it is not, at least
not fully. It emerges in interaction. Gibson’s theory resulted from a long
line of ‘new’ thinking in Western philosophy, i.e. Phenomenology
(Merleau-Ponty, Heidegger) and American Pragmatism (James, Dewey).
In his book about interaction design entitled ‘Where the action is’, Paul
Dourish makes this point brilliantly. Quite recently the Swiss robot
scientist Pfeifer makes basically the same point in his book ‘How the
body shapes the way we think’. All these authors stress the importance of
‘acting-in-the-world’, of reflection being essentially reflection-on-action.
At the same time, they abandon the central control paradigm. We are not
beings that are solely defined by rational thinking. Je pense donc je suis is
nonsense. Our skills make us be. I will come back to this point later. 

In his doctoral thesis, Stephan Wensveen made a model predicting when
meaning emerges in interaction: people need inherent information
coupled to feedback from the product. Inherent information is
information that results from our action, from the sensors in our
muscles, our skin, from the balance sensors etc. In brief the body
‘knows’ how it impacts on the world. 

At the same time I felt uncomfortable with the notion of affordance. In
2000 I and my colleagues wrote: “We lament this clinical interpretation
of affordance. People are not invited to act only because a design fits their
physical measurements. They can also be attracted to act, even irresistibly
so, through the expectation of beauty of interaction.” (Djajadiningrat et
al., 2000). This leads us quite naturally to my next point.

Emotional skills
Expressivity, beauty and meaning are at the core of design. In 1999 I was
confronted with the bizarre phenomenon that our research and our
teaching did not match. The research was about structural aspects of
perception, in the Gibsonian tradition, and the teaching was about beauty
of interaction. I could not change the teaching, as I taught what design is
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about. So I changed the research. Emotion became important. Emotion as
a subject for research is not self-evident against the technological
background in Delft. Also, the question has been raised of whether
scientific research about emotions is possible. But we persevered.
Together with professor Hekkert from the Delft University of Technology
among others, I founded the Design & Emotion Society. It is still thriving.
Stephan Wensveen did his PhD on emotionally intelligent products. 
He designed and built an alarm clock that reads your emotions by the
way you set the wake-up time, thus integrating perceptual-motor and
emotional skills. He is interested in how we interact, how we express
ourselves in interaction, and not just in the fact that we interact. 
This presupposes freedom of interaction, i.e. more than one way of
interacting. Also, and preferably, we should be able to interact in a
continuous and simultaneous way, and not just in a discrete and serial
way as is the case with pushing buttons. He concludes that product form
is therefore not arbitrary. The form should allow us to interact freely with
products. 

Cognitive skills
It may be clear by now that I think human cognitive skills are overrated.
The roots of this phenomenon reach very deep into history. I blame the
Greeks. Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes as Virgil said. I think the Romans
were right. Western culture narrowly escaped this obnoxious influence
(see Clifford Conner, 2005). The Greeks had slaves, and they did the
work. The rich had the time to philosophize, and quite naturally praised
the logo~ that made this pastime possible, obviously in combination with
warfare. I believe this led to a reversal of what is truly important: it led to
a separation between making and thinking, between the physical and the
spiritual, between soul and body in Western philosophy. This is
dangerous for engineers, and certainly for designers. My colleagues
Matthias Rauterberg and Christoph Bartneck showed in ‘Nature’ that
significantly more Nobel prizes are bestowed on discoveries than on
inventions.
However, I am not an anti-rationalist, far from it. We are also thinking
beings. But I do think the balance should be redressed. 
In design the balance is very skewed indeed. Almost all electronic devices
contain an abundance of buttons that overload our cognitive skills. You
need to plow through manuals. The solution is standardization, but that
only leads to boring interaction. 
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Joep Frens in his doctoral thesis compared interaction styles ranging
from cognitive-based, i.e. buttons and menus, with perceptual-motor
skills-based, i.e. based on inherent information (see figure 3). In design,
the balance should also be redressed. 

Social skills
Last month Paul Bezembinder asked me (this was about academic
criteria) if societal relevance is part of my teaching. It is worse than that, 
I answered, I cannot escape it. Designers make things that become part
of our culture. They humanize technology, throw it into society, and thus
change society. Socio-cultural awareness is part of designing, and of
design research and teaching. This is a blessing but also a curse. It forces
us to stay in touch with daily life, but it stands in the way of abstraction,
of generalization. We do not have a comprehensive theory of the socio-
cultural. I was recently standing on the Euromast in Rotterdam. From
there, you have a great view of the city. But also a very poor one. And
then it struck me. I could quite literally see the limits of the rationalistic
model, the limits of modernism. Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe,
and, unfortunately, their minor followers have devised ‘living machines’.
I saw perfect rows of houses and apartments. 

Behavioral interface

by Joep Frens

figure 3
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In her PhD thesis Johanna Kint used the Brussels World’s Fair of 1958 as
a carrier for her analysis of modernism. She found that, although the
virtues of modernism were questioned or even abandoned by the great
cultural thinkers, they were thriving in science and technology.
Remember the optimism of that time.
The Japanese mathematician Masahiko, who taught at Harvard and
Oxford, in his best-selling ‘The Dignity of a Nation’ (2007), fiercely
attacks western rationalism that is suffocating Japanese traditional values.
I think our over-emphasizing rational thinking and abstraction is at the
root of why so many people in the world hate us. I believe the instrument
of liberty has become the instrument of oppression. 
But apart from that, why does this perfection make us so unhappy? Why
do so many young people reject this perfection, inventing new art forms
to express themselves, often in a quite aggressive way? Listen to this song.

Trop de sang sur le mur Too much blood on the wall

Trop de murs entre les pays Too many walls between countries

Trop de pays dans l’union Too many countries in the union

Trop d’unions monétaires Too much monetary union

Trop d’inégalités Too much inequality

Trop d’argent, trop de banques Too much money, too many banks

Trop de guerres pour la paix Too many wars for peace

Trop d’enfants qui crèvent Too many children that starve

Trop d’impérialisme Too much imperialism

Trop de capitalisme Too much capitalism

Trop de libéralisme Too much liberalism

Mais sans libération But without liberation

Nous ne voulons plus de vos solutions We no longer want your solutions

Nous ne voulons plus de vos solutions We no longer want your solutions

Il n’y a plus de rêves pour cette géneration There are no more dreams for this 

generation

Nous ne voulons plus de vos solutions We no longer want your solutions

Nous ne voulons plus de vos solutions We no longer want your solutions

L’union fait la force mais dis, qui fera Unity makes strength but tell me, 

l’union? who will make unity?

Saez, Solution (God Blesse, 2002)

There is no project anymore for our young people.
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I have spelled out my beliefs, and how we tested them through design.
Human skills and the socio-cultural context are the guiding forces in our
work. We use them to answer the question: “How to design for …?”

Let us now turn our attention to the dots. The Department of Industrial
Design has the following mission statement:
At the department of Industrial Design at Eindhoven University of
Technology (TU/e) we aim for a new type of engineering discipline:
design and creation of intelligent systems, products, and related services.
An intelligent system and product is characterized by adaptive behavior
based on the situation, context of use and users’ needs and desires. 
In particular we focus on problems and opportunities that are of benefit
to individuals, societies and different cultures worldwide.
With system we primarily mean an adaptive environment in which
humans can interact with intelligent products to get access to provided
services. The intelligent products are connected to each other and the
surrounding system to achieve new types of user experiences.
To create such kinds of interactive and intelligent environments, we
provide expertise for the context of use, the conceptual design, the
implementation and realization, and evaluation. Appropriate expertise for
production processes is provided to realize all these in an industrial and
commercial setting.
The main target of our design expertise is the interaction (I) between
users (U) and systems (S) in a context of use (C): I = f(U,S,C). The design
of these interactive patterns means creating a dynamic structure in four
dimensions: space and time.

Our department is thus insisting on the impossible. It chooses a new
paradigm combining design, science and engineering. It goes for new
kinds of students who are able to combine these areas of knowledge and
skills in their work. This aim is also supported by our project-driven
teaching model. Time and space limitations prevent me from dealing
with this subject here.
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What is the role of the DQI group in all this?

Figure 4 gives an overview of how we move to more complexity. We find
ourselves between the professional world and the world of academic and
industrial design research centers, next to the three other groups of our
department. We have a foundation in auxiliary sciences that abound at
the TU/e. Our work always contains two lines. There is the doing, and
there is the reflecting, i.e. modeling and knowing. As I illustrated above,
our work in the past has concentrated on Technology-Person (T-P)
interaction. Remember Stephan Wensveen made a framework of
interaction based on inherent information. We are now moving to more
complex interaction. How can we do that? How can we design for highly
complex interactive systems? We do not yet know. But we do have some
ideas. Let me give some examples from our research and teaching.
Caroline Hummels designed and built ISH, a platform for exploring and
researching new forms of interaction. She is looking into interactions
that make us resonate with the built world; just like the beauty of the real
world makes us resonate (see figure 5). Again this presupposes freedom
of interaction, instead of prescribed interaction. 

DQI on the move

figure 4
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Rob Tieben and Koen van Boerdonk, two of our bachelor’s students, built
TouchMeDare, inspired by Sietske Klooster (see figure 6). TouchMeDare
consists of a large screen that invites people to explore each other by
touching the screen. While doing that, the two or more people create
music. Of course this screen has been experimentally tested, but it has
also been tried out at Lowlands, a Dutch music festival.

The ISH platform by

Caroline Hummels

figure 5

TouchMeDare by Rob

Tieben and Koen van

Boerdonk

figure 6
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Sietske developed an original approach to design, based on dance, or
better movement, called Choreography of Interaction. She teaches our
students to exploit freedom of interaction in movement. To put it simply,
what emerges is the interaction with a not-yet-existing object that can
then be materialized (see figure 7). 

This year we were invited by Microsoft to their annual Research Expo.
Design schools from all over the world were invited to participate: 
Hong Kong Polytechnic, School of Design; Indian Institute of
Technology Bombay, Industrial Design Centre; Carnegie Mellon,
Department of Design; New York University, Tisch School of the Arts
Interactive Telecommunications Program; Universidade do Estado do Rio
de Janeiro Design; University of Washington, Interaction Design
Division of Design.
Our students presented by far the best project. Why was that? Because
not only do they have ideas and concepts, they can make their ideas. 
They built not just one working prototype, but nine (see figure 8).

The Choreography of

Interaction approach

by Sietske Klooster

figure 7
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The little ball designed by John Helmes and Mehmet Yalvac and their
fellow master’s students enables young children to trigger a conversation
in an awkward situation. They can input a voice message, a dynamic light
pattern and an expressive color. The ball is then left, for example on their
parents’ bed, blinking for attention. The message can be listened to only
once, as this is about intimacy. 

People at Microsoft asked us why our students worked on such ‘heavy’
subjects. I believe it is because they see that there is more under the sun
than complexity of ideas, technology and making. They are aware of the
socio-cultural context. They want to let us experience a better world, in
accordance with our mission statement. Figure 4 is not complete. What
is the context we are operating in? 

A better world
Better is a word often heard in commercials. Post-Modernistic jitters have
tried to make us believe that everything is relative, also the good or the
better. ‘It depends’ seemed to be the answer to everything for a while. 
It is not. Ethics, the good, has an absolute dimension.
In our class on Ethics and Design, we let students experience this. In this
one-week module, we introduce them to several ethical systems
(Romanticism, Confucius, Kant and Nietzsche). We also show them the
artistic and social context in which these developed. They have to design

Fida by John Helmes

and Mehmet Yalvac

figure 8
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for interaction, according to two systems. The results show them how an
‘ethical system’ defines beauty of interaction (see figure 9). 

Philip Ross has pushed us towards to kalon, the Greek notion that the
good and the beautiful are the same. In our course on Aesthetics in
Interaction we work with classical music to make the students sensitive
to the beauty in interaction. First the students have to make a short video
illustrating the connection between the music and several interactions.
Then we ask them to design for interaction (see figure 10). 

A Nietzschian vending

machine 

figure 9

Aesthetics of

Interaction by Bas

Groenendaal

figure 10
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Why make the students sensitive to beauty and ethics? Masahiko (2007)
puts it this way: “An individual’s overall capacity to judge things changes
completely depending on whether he possesses a sense of pathos of
things, sensitivity to beauty, and compassionate empathy. These things
change one’s whole caliber as a human being.”

And how to educate students? Louis Menand puts it like this, speaking of
Dewey, who we met above (in: Harry Lewis, 2006): “People learn, Dewey
insisted, socially. They learn, as every progressive nursery school director
will tell you, by doing. Dewey believed that the classroom was a
laboratory in which to experiment with the business of participating in
the associated life. American higher education provides almost no formal
structure, almost no self-conscious design, for imagining pedagogy in
this spirit. But the only way to develop curiosity, sympathy, principle, and
independence of mind is to practice being curious, sympathetic,
principled and independent. For those of us who are teachers, it isn’t
what we teach that instills virtue; it’s how we teach. We are the books our
students read most closely.”
Let this be a lesson to us.
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I have not talked about the upper right part of figure 4 yet. What exactly
is the design problem for highly complex interactive systems? These
systems communicate with each other and with us. They might adapt to
individuals and groups. How do I envisage designing such systems? 
I believe that there are two major challenges:
- there is a mapping problem
- there is a visual language problem.

Introducing more and more sensors into the environment, and this will
surely happen, results in loads of data. These data are fed into a
computer and translated into rows of zeros and ones. These control
actuators. How will all this become meaningful to people? This is the
mapping problem. How can designers decide what to measure? 
They therefore need models of users in their socio-cultural context. 
That is why we have a UCE, the User Centered Engineering group. 
How do designers decide what sensors and actuators to use? They need
the input from DI, the Designed Intelligence group. 
It is the task of designers to combine all this knowledge into interaction
with this working system, again by working together with the other
groups, through their design skills. These skills need to change too.
Designers are not yet used to design for interacting with systems. The
second challenge surfaces here. There is not yet a form language. Worse
still, I do not know exactly what we will interact with. If I enter a room
and the light is automatically switched on, what do I look for if it doesn’t? 

Our group is working on these problems in teaching and design. There is
not yet much knowledge in this field anywhere in the world. We will look
for a second full professor who can guide the visualizing and modeling of
complex interactive systems. This is a highly technical matter, next to a
design one. Richard Appleby is currently doing his PhD on the second
challenge. What about pre-interactive information. Will affordances still
play a role? How do I experience that I am in a system? Figure 11
illustrates the work done by Joris Zaalberg, a master’s student, who
works with Richard. 
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What about the social-cultural? What about ethics and aesthetics? These
are truly international matters, and I believe they should be tackled on an
international scale. I have taken two initiatives. 
I initiated the Association of Designing for Aesthetics in Interaction
(DAI). This association, based in Eindhoven, will organize the DPPI
conferences in the future, and serves as a platform for discussion and
exchange of information worldwide. The steering committee consists of
people from all continents. Please join our efforts.
But I want more than that. Together with the University of Florence I am
initiating ‘Rights through Making’. I want a new renaissance, located in
Florence, and inspired by Eindhoven. As I have tried to explain in this
speech, we are at the end of the rational model as sole model for the
future. I am convinced that design, as we see it here in Eindhoven,
combining designerly skills, scientific knowledge and engineering, offers
a way out when combined with ethics and aesthetics. To start, Ambra
Trotto, Elisabetta Cianfanelli, Caroline Hummels and myself are
organizing an international design effort under the auspices of the UN
and sponsored by industry, to design the articles of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. We will invite designers from all signatory
nations. We believe that by combining design, aesthetics and ethics we

Follow-me phone by

Joris Zaalberg

figure 11
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can explore new forms of collaboration, and new ways of thinking, as
reflection on action. It is time to redress the balance between knowing
and doing. We have too many people who know too much, but cannot
make anything. In our efforts to understand reality, we have become too
abstracted from it. In the longer run, we will establish an Academy of
‘Rights through Making’ in Florence. Does the provincial government
have a villa ready? 

We must dream to give our youngsters hope. 

Why does this speech have such a strange title the ‘Aesthetics of the
Impossible’? My subject, interaction, is ungraspable in more than one
way. It only ‘exists’ when it happens. Then it is gone. Standardization is
difficult, systematic research is difficult. When all these systems start
behaving my subject will become nearly impossible to grasp. 
The Department is also trying to do the impossible as I said before. 
And I am going for the impossible, to try and rebalance thinking and
doing. Ethics and aesthetics are inseparable from these: I have to do it in
a human way, remembering I am here to serve, in a beautiful way. 
My first and foremost task is to give young people the possibility to live
their life to the full. 
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Both my parents have passed away. I want to thank them for making the
sacrifices necessary for me to arrive here today. Their world was not my
world. That is good. It helped me to keep my feet on the real ground and
provided me with the path I chose to follow, against all odds. 

I am a lucky guy. All my life I have been surrounded by the most
beautiful people in the world. By now, you know what I mean by beauty.
There were my parents. And there is my family of two sisters and a
brother, and their families. 
My teachers were wonderful. I want to mention particularly Professor
Emeritus Franz Loosen from the Leuven Catholic University, who taught
me how to think. He has the sharpest mind, and he uses it. Professor
Gerda Smets made my breakthrough possible when everything seemed
hopeless. She is my promoter. She gave me, through her enthusiasm and
passion for design, the courage and the means to carry on when she left. 

More beautiful people, and more luck. When I moved from Delft to
Eindhoven several people went with me: Tom Djajadiningrat, Stephan
Wensveen, Joep Frens and Philip Ross. I do appreciate that you took the
risk when the future was so uncertain, especially for young people with
families. La reconnaissance est la mémoire du coeur, so you will be always
in my heart. Catherine van Belzen, our secretary, makes things possible.
It was not easy to find your place in this very ‘groupy’ group, but you
have done so now. Caroline Hummels joined us last year as a whirlwind.
I think that says enough. Richard Appleby and Alan Murray, the design
directors of the masters, have quite naturally found their place among us.
This year the group has again been strengthened with Bart Hengeveld,
Oscar Tomico and Marco Rozendaal. And Emile Aarts joined us in
September as part-time Professor. Welcome Emile. DQI is now the
biggest group of (nearly) PhD-ed designers in the world, I believe. 
The future is ours to take. Each and every one of you is so excellent at
your subject that you can get any job. If you choose to stay, I know why.
Team, I do appreciate the fact that, although you are all ambitious people,
you respect each other, and cooperate intensely. And, although
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discussions about design often rage, you help each other whenever there
is a problem. Ne zanger is een groep (Wannes Van de Velde). Although not
officially part of the Group, Chet and Shriek are very close to us. 

I also left many people behind in Delft. I can’t mention them all. Onno
van Nierop, my design inspirator, is still the most trustworthy friend in
the world. 

Paul Locher, the aesthetics guru, will be with our group forever, to keep
us on the path of science. 

I also want to thank my good friends, and their families, whom I have
known for so long now: Lieve and Hugo, Josette and Erik, Frank and
Beatrijs, Mia, and so many more. It wouldn’t have been possible without
you all. Thanks for the good times. Thanks for being there for me. I have
to mention Bernette and Patrick. They think however that the Venice
Biennale is more important than this event. Sorry, it is not. Mahmoud,
Sami, Hanna and Veerle, also many thanks: the future is what we make
it. Mahmoud, nous étions malheureux, c’était là le bon temps. Tu sais, on
n’est jamais si heureux ni si malheureux qu’on l’imagine.

I want to thank our students who I admire. Never before has such an
excellent bunch been seen. I do it all for you. You have to do it all for me,
because I say so, and because you trust me. I will not let you down.

Finally, I would like to thank Jeu Schouten, our Dean, Sabine van Gent,
our General Manager and my fellow professors who trusted me to do this
job. I am not the easiest of persons in this environment as I am not a
good manager. Thank you. I would also like to thank Ingeborg Jansen-
Reinen, our Director of Education, for putting up with my crazy requests
over and over again. And I thank the College van Bestuur and the Rector
of our University for the trust they have placed in me. 

Ik heb gezegd.
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